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While many of the themes in the program are s ll intact, some have been je soned as we move into a period of transi on.  Quite a few 
macro-economic indicators are poin ng toward a slowing economy in the US.  Regional Purchasing Manager Indexes (PMI) have already 
rolled over into contrac on while the aggregate PMI is s ll showing posi ve growth (barely).  As we have talked about in prior commen-
tary, one of the largest drivers of infla on/defla on is rental prices.  The interes ng thing about Owners Equivalent Rent is that it lags the 
Zillow Rent Index by about 7 months.  As you can see in the chart below, rents on the Zillow index topped in February.  If the normal lag 
holds, we should start seeing some signs of weakening infla on in future reports. 

In addi on to rent, energy prices have been a drag on infla on for the past couple of months.  If energy manages to go sideways, it will also 
help to ameliorate the infla on trend.  Later this week we will get the latest unemployment report from the US government.  Labor has 
been strong and looks to 
con nue that way based on 
the latest reports from ADP 
and the JOLTs survey.  
While the posi oning in the 
yield curve might be a bit 
early, when labor finally 
so ens, look for a Fed pivot 
to steady rates.  The odds 
of easing are low at this 
point, but simply transi on-
ing to a “wait and see” 
mentality should move the 
yield curve in favor of the 
por olio.   

Currency trades have been 
highly profitable for the 
por olio year to date, but 
those have been removed for the me being.  If the thesis is correct that infla on is slowing and the Fed is going to pause, the dollar could 
fall against world currencies in the near term.  While the interest rate differen al is only one aspect in exchange rates, it has been the focus 
of the markets for some me.  Throw in a slowing US economy and a simple lessening of dollar longs could lead to an outsized move.  This, 
however, does not change the overall thesis that Europe is pain ng itself into a corner on its energy policy or Japan pain ng itself into a 
corner on its use of yield curve control (YCC).  This move to the sidelines is tac cal in nature and will allow for the ability to return to the 
trades at a more advantageous me. 

Finally, regarding energy, we remain structurally bullish over a long me horizon.  With the risk of sounding repe ous, governmental en-
ergy policies around the world con nue to hinder the needed investment in fossil fuels.  With the US and Europe leading the charge into 
green energy, both con nue to shun new investment.  Due to the large geopoli cal risk, energy firms are harves ng profits and paying 
those out to shareholders in lieu of increased explora on and refining capacity.  While the transi on to green energy should eventually 
lessen use of hydrocarbons, the runway to that future appears much longer than most governments are willing to admit.   
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